How To Find The Right Sleep Professional [Podcast 69]
Dr. Park’s Breathe BeAer, Sleep BeAer, Live BeAer Podcast

Kathy Park:

00:16

Welcome to Dr. Park's Breathe Be9er Sleep, Be9er
Live, Be9er podcast, where our goal is to help you
get the sleep you need for the life you want. My
name is Kathy Park, your co-host for today and I'm
here in the studio with my husband, Dr. Steven
Park. Hey Steve, how are you doing today?

Dr. Park:

00:33

I'm doing great.

Kathy Park:

00:34

Good. On today's podcast, Steve is going to be
answering a quesQon that many readers have
asked him before and I'm pre9y sure that many of
you listeners out there are asking as well and that
is the quesQon of how to ﬁnd the right sleep
professional to help you. But before we begin, I'd
like to remind our listeners that the informaQon
you hear today is for general educaQon and
informaQon purposes only and should not be
relied upon as personal medical advice. Please
consult your doctor before following any advice or
regimen given on the show as your parQcular case
may be diﬀerent than the ones given. All right
Steve. So let me start oﬀ by asking you how oUen
you get asked that quesQon. Um, where can I ﬁnd
the right sleep professional for me? Is it like once a
week, once a month, or even like once daily?

Dr. Park:

01:29

I would say at least once daily or deﬁnitely every
other day. This is from a combinaQon of my, uh, inperson paQents that I see and also my online
acQviQes, my blog, podcasts, etc. So I see it pre9y
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commonly and believe it or not, um, I see it quite
oUen even in people who live in big ciQes like New
York City, which is surprising.
Kathy Park:

01:52

Wow. That is surprising. You know, that it's not
only surprising that you know, people who live in a
metropolis ﬁnd it diﬃcult to ﬁnd a sleep
professional that's right for them. But that's quite
a lot of people who are asking you that same
quesQon. It sounds like many people are
frustrated that they're not able to ﬁnd a sleep
professional that can help them. So what do you
think that is? Is it because there aren't enough
medical professionals out there who specializes in
sleep? Or is it because there aren't enough
doctors out there who are knowledgeable in this
area? So what do you think that is?

Dr. Park:

02:26

Well, I think, I don't think this is a problem with
doctors not having enough knowledge or not
being able to ﬁnd right people, but it's, it's a
problem with having too many choices.

Kathy Park:

02:37

Okay.

Dr. Park:

02:38

So for example, if you say you're snoring or
complain to me about snoring, where do you go? I
guess most people would ﬁrst try a doctor,
Internet doctor, I'm sorry, doctor. Google. Right,
right. And, and you would try some of the things
that they recommend and someQmes it works,
someQmes it doesn't. Then you, maybe you would
run it by your medical doctor who may send you
to an ENT or sleep doctor or maybe even your
denQst will pick something up and then ask you,
do you snore? Because you know, they can ﬁnd
out whether or not you have sleep apnea. So it
depends on where you start the process. But I
think the most important thing is it's not, um, how
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do you take care of the snoring? But you have to
ask the right quesQons. And there's that Tony
Robins quote that said, successful people ask
be9er quesQons and as a result they get be9er
answers.
Kathy Park:

03:23

Yup. I totally agree with that. So it's not the fact
that there aren't enough sleep professionals out
there who can help you. It's this, that you have to
ﬁgure out where to start asking those right
quesQons and sort of reframing our expectaQons
right too?

Dr. Park:

03:40

Right.

Kathy Park:

03:41

And not expecQng one physician to be able to take
care of everything.

Dr. Park:

03:44

Absolutely true. Yeah. Because every, every
specialist has diﬀerent ways of treaQng or
diﬀerent ways of looking at snoring and sleep
apnea.

Kathy Park:

03:52

Right. So generally speaking, let's say, since we're
on the topic of trying to ﬁnd the right physician
for, let's say your one speciﬁc sleep problem that
you're having. So for example, like snoring, who
would you start with and why?

Dr. Park:

04:10

So for snoring and standard sleep apnea situaQons
where you stop breathing, I think the simplest way
is to start with a sleep doctor because eventually
no ma9er who you end up seeing, you're going to
need a sleep study. So the sleep doctor is typically
part of a sleep lab and they could be independent,
but they work with a sleep lab. So you will get the
comprehensive sleep evaluaQon and also screen
for other sleep disorders as well besides snoring
and sleep apnea. And then they can set you up
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with a sleep study and if they need addiQonal help
like an ENT or an allergist or a denQst or surgeon,
they'll ask for help. So essenQally, ideally the sleep
doctor should be the main person to coordinate
everything.
Kathy Park:

04:53

Because once you get the sleep study you're
saying, you can sort of ﬁgure out whether or not
you have a severe obstrucQve sleep apnea,
moderate or you're not even, you can't even be
diagnosed for a sleep breathing problem, should I
say, right?

Dr. Park:

05:08

And when I, when I coordinate, paQent's medical
care, I'm doing it not from an ENT perspecQve but
as a sleep medicine doctor's perspecQve.

Kathy Park:

05:18

Because you're double boarded in other words.
And not many ENTs though are double boarded.

Dr. Park:

05:22

Well, there's a handful, it's going to be more and
more popular these days, but most ENTs who treat
snoring probably are not going to be boarded in
sleep but that doesn't really ma9er because
they're going to take care of your snoring and
breathing problems anyway.

Kathy Park:

05:37

Right. So you go to a sleep study center, you speak
with a sleep medicine doctor, and so one of your
issues is that you snore at night. That's why you're
going to see...determine possibility of sleep
apnea. Um, you ask them, oh, I have a snoring
problem and I'm afraid that that may lead into
obstrucQve sleep apnea. I want to get a study
done. And that's what usually gets the ball rolling
in other words. Right. Okay, great. Now, what's
another medical professional that people can go
see about their sleep issues if they can't ﬁnd any
sort of sleep study center in their area?
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Dr. Park:

06:15

I would actually start with your denQst.

Kathy Park:

06:17

Really.

Dr. Park:

06:17

I'm sure you have denQsts in your area, right?

Kathy Park:

06:20

Just any denQsts?

Dr. Park:

06:22

Maybe start with your own personal denQst.
Believe it or not, denQsts are more and more, um,
being made aware about sleep breathing
problems and I see a lot of denQsts taking courses,
being board cerQﬁed in dental sleep medicine. It's,
it's a very, very major change in the way they think
about their profession. They're seeing themselves
as the gateway to the airway, which is the teeth,
right?

Kathy Park:

06:47

I like that. The gateway to the airway. Okay.

Dr. Park:

06:50

Yeah. And if they see dental problems like dental
crowding, crooked teeth, large tonsils, they will
pick that up and make the appropriate referrals.

Kathy Park:

06:58

Well, I believe it because I know that so many of
your avid evangelists for sleep breathing, that
sleep breathing paradigm that you talk about in
your book, Sleep Interrupted, these are denQsts
who kind of latched onto this idea because they
see it all the Qme, day in and day out, how dental
crowding causes jaw narrowing and how that
causes airway and breathing issues. So I think that
most denQsts wouldn't you say would be open to
the idea of treaQng snoring and airway issues?

Dr. Park:

07:33

Absolutely.

Kathy Park:

07:33

Right. If you just menQon it right? If they don't
menQon it ﬁrst, you can bring it up with your
denQst.
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Dr. Park:

07:39

Right.

Kathy Park:

07:39

Okay. Somebody you can trust. All right, great. But
what about those people who just can't sleep?
They have like insomnia issues. Who should they
start with? Should they go to a sleep lab or a
denQst or who's be9er for that?

Dr. Park:

07:55

The problem is that insomnia can come...that can
happen due to a number of diﬀerent reasons.

Kathy Park:

08:01

Okay.

Kathy Park:

08:02

And so along with that, you have people who have
lots of chronic faQgue or chronic pain issues or
headaches. There's these long list of chronic
condiQons that just won't get be9er with
tradiQonal therapies.

Kathy Park:

08:14

Okay.

Dr. Park:

08:14

And maybe even seeing your medical doctor for
about it for months, for years. Um, and at that
point, like who do you see? So the problem with
insomnia is that that's a very generic term,
meaning you can't sleep, but by deﬁniQon, if you
have sleep apnea, you're going to have insomnia,
right?

Kathy Park:

08:31

Right.

Dr. Park:

08:33

And now, being really technical about insomnia is
such as sleep onset or sleep maintenance
insomnia, meaning that you can't, either fall
asleep or you keep waking up when you want to
sleep.

New Speaker:

08:42

Right.

Dr. Park:

08:43

I'm sorry, you keep waking up in the middle of the
night that's sleep maintenance insomnia. But from
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my perspecQve, it's a li9le bit biased because I see
the airway all the Qme... most people with
prolonged treatment resistant insomnia, uh, have
major sleep breathing problems and you just don't
know it. And many of these paQents don't have
sleep apnea, but they stop breathing a lot.
Kathy Park:

09:04

Yeah. That just reminds me of our accountant who
came to see you ﬁnally because every tax season
he would be waking up in the middle of the night
gasping and choking for air. And he used to have
panic a9acks and his wife just couldn't stand it
anymore because he was taking Ambien, right, to
go to sleep at night because he just couldn't fall
asleep. So he had major insomnia problems and
his doctor gave him Ambien but that was making
him do random things in the middle of the night.
Like he would wake up and he would just take his
car for a drive and then he could come back and
he wouldn't have any idea that he did any of this.
So his wife freaked out when they ﬁnally brought
him in to see you and then you had him go get a
sleep study done. And of course he had very
severe obstrucQve sleep apnea and once you
treated that it helped treat the insomnia without
Ambien

Dr. Park:

09:55

And the panic a9acks

Kathy Park:

09:57

And the panic a9acks. Right. So you're saying that
if you do have insomnia, there are programs out
there

Dr. Park:

10:05

right,

Kathy Park:

10:05

to help, non-medical programs?
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Dr. Park:

10:09

Yes. So start with the basics. Go ask Dr. Google and
I'm sure you'll see these top 10 ways of treaQng
insomnia and they're all out there.

Kathy Park:

10:17

They're more like sleep hygiene.

Dr. Park:

10:18

Exactly. And for the most part, they do work. You
have to start with the basics. If you had bad
habits, no ma9er what kind of medicaQon you
take it's not going to work.

Kathy Park:

10:27

Yeah.

Dr. Park:

10:27

So start with the basics and you know, eat healthy,
exercise, do all the things that you know you're
supposed to do. In most cases, unfortunately it's a
ma9er of losing weight. Okay. You get people say
they started snoring when they gain weight. Okay.
There's a reason why that happened. It's a lifestyle
dietary issue, increased stress or changing your
job or schedules, having kids. These are all life
stressors that potenQally causes sleep problems
because you gain more weight.

Kathy Park:

10:53

Hmm. So I guess you need to ﬁrst take
prophylacQc approaches. The easiest approach,
which is to educate yourself on some other sleep
hygiene issues that you should take care of even
before you go see a medical professional.

Dr. Park:

11:10

Right. We've menQoned this in many podcasts in
the past, sleep hygiene issues.

Dr. Park:

11:15

But then the next step, if it's truly insomnia, like
everyone has insomnia in their lives, right?

Kathy Park:

11:21

Yes.

Dr. Park:

11:22

I remember.

Kathy Park:

11:22

Diﬀerent seasons.
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Dr. Park:

11:22

I remember before every major examinaQon,
board exams, SATs, MCAT, I could only sleep for
about two hours.

Kathy Park:

11:36

Well, when we ﬁrst brought her a ﬁrstborn in
home, we were waking up every what, 20
minutes, right?

Dr. Park:

11:42

Right. Yes. So there are seasons in everyone's
lives, we have insomnia, right? Whether due to
emoQonal or psychological stress or children or
illnesses, whatever.

Kathy Park:

11:51

Right.

Dr. Park:

11:52

But if you have typical insomnia, where you can't
fall asleep, start with the hygiene issues ﬁrst, and
then what they've shown...we've had Dr. Jacobs
on the program many years ago. He talked about
the basic sleep hygiene methods to treat
insomnia. And, and he's an expert in somebody
called cogniQve behavioral therapy for insomnia.
It's a proven program that's recommended for
people who just don't do well with the standard
hygiene techniques. And so it's been proven to
work be9er than, actually it's been proven to work
as well as sleeping pills, but be9er in the longterm
without medicaQons.

Kathy Park:

12:28

Habits are powerful things,

Dr. Park:

12:30

Not just habits, but thought processes. And that's
the...cogniQve, is that part, changing your
thoughts, pa9erns and behaviors, your habits.

Kathy Park:

12:41

Okay, so now let's say you don't necessarily have
the insomnia, but let's say you have other issues,
more physical issues, like you have constant nasal
congesQon and stuﬀy nose. What do you do then?
Who Do you go see?
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Dr. Park:

12:57

Well that one's easy. See an ENT doctor. Don't
expect your ENT doctor to treat your sleep
problem because not everyone has an interest in
sleep. But by deﬁniQon, sleep medicine is actually
part of our ﬁeld...

Kathy Park:

13:09

Ear, nose and throat.

Dr. Park:

13:11

So you don't have to be board cerQﬁed in sleep.
But that is one of our subspecialQes. So what
we're trained in, but from a breathing standpoint,
so if you have nasal congesQon, take care of that.
And then ENT surgeons are there for people who
can't tolerate or beneﬁt from c-pap or dental
appliances. So as a, as a last resort, you wanna to
try nonsurgical opQons ﬁrst. But then if you have
no other opQons available, then the ENT surgeons
are there for surgical opQons. Unfortunately, it's
somewhat limited to people who are not severely
overweight. The more overweight you are, the less
likely it's going to work. The more severe the sleep
apnea, the less likely surgeries work. So it's a very
select group of people who are going to be good
candidates.

Kathy Park:

13:55

So what you're talking about here are people who
are already on CPAP, conQnuous posiQve airway
pressure machines and they're ﬁnding that it's not
really helping them sleep be9er

Dr. Park:

14:07

or it doesn't, they can't tolerate it,

Kathy Park:

14:08

can't tolerate it at all. And possibly they could read
your book, Totally CPAP to ﬁgure out and
troubleshoot any of the issues that they can
troubleshoot on their own. And then if all else
fails, then you're saying ﬁnd an ENT who can help
you address the, maybe some other collapse
issues, right? Airway collapse.
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Dr. Park:

14:29

Well, the ﬁrst surgical priority, and this is what I do
all the Qme, is to address nasal breathing. Make
sure you're breathing really well through your
nose

Kathy Park:

14:36

because if you're not breathing well through your
nose, then you're saying that the CPAP is not
working,

Dr. Park:

14:40

it's not going to work as well. The same for dental
places too. And even other surgeries and the
throat down the line, you have to breathe through
the nose because that's the entry point for all the
air to come in through. And then surgeons, um,
have more sophisQcated opQons like palate and
tongue surgery, epiglogs surgery. We even have
this new technology called hypoglossal nerve
sQmulaQon... it's a tongue nerve pacemaker.

Kathy Park:

15:05

That sounds really complicated

Dr. Park:

15:07

but it’s high tech but the concept's really simple. I
was involved in a clinical research study about 10
years ago when it ﬁrst started coming out and it
was, you know, it was very interesQng and we got
some good results and now it's somewhat
becoming mainstream and many of the insurance
companies are starQng to, to pay for it now. So it's
deﬁnitely an up and coming opQon. But again, it's
for very few selected paQents. I think we should
have a podcast on this topic in the future about
this because it's such a new technology and, but
just to let you know that you have to be relaQvely
thin to be, to qualify for this, your body mass
index has to be under 32.

Kathy Park:

15:44

So that's a topic for another day for another
podcast. But okay. So just going back and
reiteraQng what you just said, don't expect to go
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see an ENT who's going to treat you for your sleep
problems. In other words, go see them speciﬁcally
for your airway issues. Breathing, physical
breathing issues. Yes.
Kathy Park:

16:05

Nasal congesQon or large tonsils. Um, you're
having chronic sinusiQs or you're having, you know
that you have, um, enlarge turbinates, turbinates,
right? And so any of those issues or throat
problems even,

Dr. Park:

16:23

and oUenQmes people with sleep apnea will have
all these other symptoms like throat pain, ear
pain, ear infecQons, dizziness, sinus headaches,
hoarseness, coughing. It's all connected. So why
not just go to the doctor that deals with it best?

Kathy Park:

16:37

and the ear, nose and throat doctor can help you
at least get started with addressing those issues

Dr. Park:

16:43

medically and then if necessary, surgically.

Kathy Park:

16:45

Okay, great. So besides an ENT and a sleep
medicine doctor and denQst or a, somebody, a
physician who handles insomnia, who else would
you be able to kind of enter into this whole sleep
apnea treatment arena?

Dr. Park:

17:06

This goes back to the nose, allergists. Because if
your nose is stuﬀy, then you can't breathe
properly. And then another really important,
professional that everyone should have on the
team is a myofuncQonal therapist. These are
people who, who basically help you with tongue
exercises. Uh, this is not just, just a fad. This is
proven science. There was a study, I think about
10 years ago from Brazil showing that these
tongue exercises lowered the severity of sleep
apnea by 50% on average.
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Kathy Park:

17:39

Wow. So these tongue exercises that are helping
you tone your muscle tone,

Dr. Park:

17:45

tongue, throat, lips, facial muscles.

Kathy Park:

17:47

Okay. Why is this so important for a person who
suﬀers from sleep issues?

Dr. Park:

17:53

Because one of the, uh, there are many reasons
for sleep apnea, including being overweight, But
they're also hormonal inﬂuences in women, but
also neurologic factors that changes with age and,
and diﬀerent medical states. And so tongue throat
muscle tone, which changes throughout stages of
your sleep. So the more tone your muscles are,
the less it's likely to collapse.

Kathy Park:

18:19

Do you think that that all has to do with the jaw
narrowing as well? The soUs Qssues...

Dr. Park:

18:24

I think it just, it just aggravates everything. You
know, one of the, um, basic tenants of jaw bone
development is... I'm actually this a li9le bit of a
side note. Uh, my medical school professor in
anatomy, he was, actually the dean of the Dental
School, Dr Melvin Moss, he described in the 70s
something called the funcQonal matrix hypothesis,
meaning that the bones don't grow on their own.
They grow because of external forces such as
muscles and forces that are applied to the bones.
So bones don't grow, they're grown.

Kathy Park:

18:59

InteresQng. So that means that if we're not
chewing well

Dr. Park:

19:03

or using your tongue properly or your lips

Kathy Park:

19:08

and if you're mouth breathing for example, and so
the air going in is not going through the nasal
passageway, but it's going through your mouth
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instead. That can, that means that that can have
eﬀect on how your jaw develops.
Dr. Park:

19:23

Right. So it's not just muscle, not just muscular
forces. It's airﬂow.

Kathy Park:

19:28

InteresQng

Dr. Park:

19:28

and nervous system innervaQon as a result of
force.... these sensory forms of input.

Kathy Park:

19:33

So that's why you're saying, recommending that if
we go see a myofuncQonal therapist, they may be
able to help address some of those issues that
people are experiencing.

Dr. Park:

19:42

Right. And you know, for some people that can do
wonders, but I think of it as complimentary
therapy. It just helps everything else work much
be9er, especially in people who have trouble
breathing through the nose and some of these
paQents need some kind of surgical therapy. Um,
but for example, aUer tongue Qe release, it's, it's
really, really important to these do these
exercises.

Kathy Park:

20:06

Well, just for our listeners, our personal
experience has been with our two boys. We
started with oral myology therapy and that in turn
led to dental therapy correcQon of their teeth.
And we also had their tongue Qe released, both of
them. Um, and we didn't know any of this when
we ﬁrst started. Right? But we just sort of took
one thing and layered one on top of each other.
And I just remember seeing how our middle son,
right? And when he started the orofacial myology,
we didn't realize that he wasn't arQculaQng his
words properly and he wasn't nasal breathing
properly when he was speaking. Nor did we ever
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realize that he wasn't swallowing or chewing his
food properly either.
Dr. Park:

21:00

Yeah. It's all connected.

Kathy Park:

21:01

It's all connected. And once he addressed those
issues and he was doing the exercises, we saw his
posture straighten and we saw his teeth and jaws
widen and that all prepared him for the dental
work that came, that followed. Right? And the
same goes for our youngest. And so I think that
anywhere you start, you go9a start somewhere.
And this is the, I think, the easiest point of entry,
right? Especially for young children. Right.

Dr. Park:

21:30

And also there are many organizaQons out there.
You can ﬁnd them on the internet. They're
myofuncQonal therapy organizaQons that lists
cerQﬁed myofuncQonal therapists

Kathy Park:

21:39

and there are more and more every single day.
Yeah.

Dr. Park:

21:42

You know, it's funny, I always thought that
mofuncQonal therapy had a resurgence in the past
10, 15 years. But a denQst recently gave me a
book, I forgot the Qtle, but it's myofuncQonal
therapy for the denQst. And the year it was
published was 1972.

Kathy Park:

21:59

Wow.

Dr. Park:

22:00

It's been around a long Qme. I'm told that in Brazil,
myofuncQonal therapy is standard of care in the
medical pracQce to start with.

Kathy Park:

22:07

InteresQng. It's partly that we're not aware of
these professionals, paraprofessionals as much as
these, um, I think medical professionals that we
kind of put on a pedestal
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Dr. Park:

22:21

TradiQonal. Yeah.

Kathy Park:

22:23

But you're saying that all of these opQons are
available and we should avail ourselves for that.
Okay, great. We'll also have a link in the show
notes I think for anybody who's interested to the
name of our myofuncQonal therapist. Um, Paula
who's just wonderful, but she's very busy. She's
booked for like months on end, but maybe she can
squeeze you in if you're interested. Okay. Now
what if you get a formal diagnosis of OSA and,
you've menQoned this kind of scenario before to
me in the past and that's why I'm asking. And then
you sQll think you have an airway problem like
UARS and most physicians won't treat that. Right?
And so who do you go to then?

Dr. Park:

23:09

That's the most challenging issue. There's a lot of
controversy within sleep medicine as to whether
or not that this condiQon even exists. For example,
I, we actually published a paper looking at sleep
endoscopy results in people with AHI less than
ﬁve, meaning they oﬃcially don't have sleep
apnea, but they're really, really Qred and
symptomaQc

Kathy Park:

23:30

like me.

Dr. Park:

23:31

Yeah. And so we found that on drug induced sleep
endoscopy, when they're sleeping, 83% had
signiﬁcant mulQlevel obstrucQon. So we presented
this data, at a sleep meeQng and there was so
much..

Kathy Park:

23:46

Pushback?

Dr. Park:

23:46

I wouldn't say pushback, but disdain like, oh, that
couldn't be true.

Kathy Park:

23:50

Really?
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Dr. Park:

23:50

Or you were given too much medicaQon. They just
didn't believe the results. But in a live situaQon
like the meeQngs, it was a li9le bit disappoinQng,
but that's the nature of medical conferences.
You're kind of cynical about everything. Right? But
online , we publish this on our Academy's, online
public access journal, which is the same peer
review process, but it's online and it had, it was
one of the most popular sites, arQcles that was
visited for like three months. So doctors are
looking at it, they ﬁnd it interesQng.

Kathy Park:

24:27

Huh. So when they're not in a meeQng, that's very
interesQng. I think it's like group think maybe they
don't want to seem like they're too gullible and
buy into.

Dr. Park:

24:40

Yeah. It's really a challenging situaQon to describe
because you know, we want to be really rigorous
as scienQsts,

Kathy Park:

24:47

but maybe a li9le bit overboard...

Dr. Park:

24:47

but at the same Qme, but that's the nature of the
peer review process. Or if you defend your thesis,
that's the same process, right? They kind of put
you through the ringer to make you a be9er
doctor or be9er PhD or masters.

Kathy Park:

25:00

Well, that sounds to me like a lot of egos being
paraded around.

Dr. Park:

25:05

Well, you know, for example, yesterday I operated
on this six year old girl who was not sleeping at all,
wakes up constantly, very Qred, faQgued, brain
fog, doesn't do well in school. The sleep study
showed that she doesn't have sleep apnea. AHI is
something like 0.2 or 0.3 and everything, all the
numbers seem pre9y good. But when I did the
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sleep endoscopy, she had severely...oh, she also
had a tonsillectomy when she always much
younger, so nothing to take out. But the sleep
endoscopy showed, and this is consistent with the
study that I menQoned, severe lingual tonsil
hypertrophy, meaning that her lingual tonsil
behind the tongue, was big blocking the airway.
But on top of that, her epiglogs was ﬂocking back
like a valve.
Kathy Park:

25:51

Oh, poor thing.

Dr. Park:

25:51

So the problem with these condiQons is that it
doesn't cause apneas but it causes obstrucQon
and arousals meaning that you wake up too
quickly as opposed to if you... Apnea means you
stop breathing 10 seconds or longer... for children
is two missed breaths. So if we're an adult, if you
stopped breathing 30 Qmes an hour for nine
seconds each, you don't have any apneas

Kathy Park:

26:15

but you're miserable because you're constantly
waking up.

Dr. Park:

26:19

So I see situaQons like this all the Qme, whether
it's small tonsils that cave in completely. So those
kids would never have been oﬀered a
tonsillectomy. The epiglogs ﬂopping back or large
lingual tonsils. And oUenQmes kids, at nighgme,
your bed wegng gets be9er, the headaches get
be9er...

Kathy Park:

26:41

but obviously a six year old isn't going to come
and tell you, oh, Mommy and Daddy, I keep
waking up in the middle of the night. You know,
like ﬁve Qmes, six Qmes an hour.

Dr. Park:

26:52

It's the parents that bring them in
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Kathy Park:

26:52

Right. It's just that during the day they're irritable,
they have constant, distracQbility. Right. So they
have all those symptoms. Wow. That's, that's sad.

Dr. Park:

27:04

I think in answer to your quesQon, honestly, I think
the best way to go in this situaQon is, is to go to
your denQst. And in parQcular, look for a sleep
centered denQst. There's an organizaQon called
the American Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine.

Kathy Park:

27:20

Oh, okay.

Dr. Park:

27:21

These are board cerQﬁed denQsts in sleep
medicine.

Kathy Park:

27:24

Right. And they would be able to help you.

Dr. Park:

27:28

There's diﬀerent ways that you can go into the
treatment, the most standard way, and we'll go
over a li9le bit of the treatment opQons for
denQsts, is something called a mandibular
advancement device. This is where the lower jaw
gets pulled forward. Gradually using these two, it's
like a night guard mouth appliance molds of your
upper teeth are made and the bo9om part
gradually gets pushed out. So that pulls your
tongue forward. And this works pre9y well for
most people. And this is the standard
recommendaQon by the American Academy of
Sleep Medicine for mild to moderate sleep apnea
who are not overweight and this is compared to
CPAP. So they're considered equally ﬁrst-line
opQons, CPAP or dental appliances. However, a lot
of denQsts are also doing other kinds of therapies,
especially denQsts and also orthodonQsts using
these appliances or orthodonQcs to grow the jaws

Kathy Park:

28:18

to actually grow the jaws
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Dr. Park:

28:19

Yes. So the more tradiQonal way is a palatal
expander and that's sQll being done. And there's
diﬀerent variaQons of that. So people use
probably hundreds of diﬀerent appliances out
there that have been used over the years and
some of the more popular ones these days, you
hear the names like ALF, Biobloc, Homeoblock,
DNA, FAGGA, a long list of things that denQsts are
using to expand the airways.

Kathy Park:

28:45

And you've done an interview in the past. Um,
we'll have a link in the shownotes for that with Dr
Bill Hang, who is like the, the foreforerunner on all
of these orthodonQc approaches, expanding.

Dr. Park:

29:00

But he's been doing it since I think the sevenQes.
He was an orthodonQst that used to do extracQon
orthodonQcs and he had a major revelaQon that
he was making his paQents lives miserable by
doing that. Then he completely reversed course
and his, his life mission is to expand people's
airways.

Kathy Park:

29:18

He's also a good resource too. If you live in the
southern California area, you may not be able to
go see him directly, but he does teach all around
southern California. He has other colleagues that
he can refer you to in your area.

Dr. Park:

29:34

And he's also taught many denQsts throughout the
country.

Kathy Park:

29:36

Oh yes. He's taught our son's denQst. So who are
some other professionals who can help you with
your sleep problems besides all of the other
professionals that you've menQoned so far?

Dr. Park:

29:48

So one person that ...one type of professional that
you may not think of when you talk about
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breathing and sleep is an oral surgeon for jaw
surgery. Now, one of the problems that we're
having as a modern society is that ..
Kathy Park:

30:01

And these are denQsts who do tooth extracQons,
most of the Qme...

Dr. Park:

30:05

Well that's, that's the bread and bu9er, but
they're trained to be facial, maxillofacial surgeons.

Kathy Park:

30:11

Okay. All right. That makes sense.

Dr. Park:

30:13

It's a really rigorous grueling surgical program. So
the problem is that if you have a li9le bit of
crooked teeth, that's not a big deal. But now our
teeth are gegng more and more crooked and our
jaws are shrinking. And you see this happening all
over the place. The young people have these more
triangular faces with recess jaws. And so that's
gonna narrow the airway. And so many of these
people can be addressed by using appliances or
braces or together tonsils or CPAP, whatever. But
someQmes it's just not going to be strong enough
to, to deal with the problem completely. And
some people have really, really severe jaw under
development. And so these are good candidates
for jaw surgery. So the standard operaQon that
they talk about is something called a
maxillomandibular advancement where they
move the upper and lower jaw forward.

New Speaker:

31:01

Wow.

Dr. Park:

31:01

And so it can be lifesaving. You can have dramaQc
improvements in your sleep quality and your
quality of life as a result. Now, it's not something
that people go to as a ﬁrst line opQon. But it's
interesQng, there are very polarized opinions
about this because some of the oral surgery
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literature is actually suggesQng based on their
great results, why not do it as ﬁrst line therapy,
before having to go through this ringer of all the
treatment opQons. But it's sQll a big operaQon. But
if you go to someone that's good at doing it, not
just to change the bite, it's, it's done quite oUen
for bite problems. But you want to go to a surgeon
that does it for sleep apnea on a regular basis that
gets good results.
Kathy Park:

31:48

So I think what I'm hearing is that if you have a
sleep problem and you know that you sort of are
at that juncture where you have to go see a
professional, you don't just necessarily have to
start with a sleep medicine doctor, but you can
sort of branch out and it doesn't really ma9er who
you start with. But start somewhere. That's what I
seem to be...right.

Dr. Park:

32:13

A perfect example is, let's say that you know, you
have major bi problems and someone in the past
recommended jaw surgery. So let's say you see a
jaw surgeon and this jaw surgeon says, well,
you're not a good candidate for jaw surgery, but
here's an orthodonQst that I recommend. So you
see the orthodonQst, you start treatment, and
then the orthodonQst noQces that your deviated
septum is blocking your nose. So you see an ENT
and then ENT sends you for a sleep study. So
eventually you'll end up seeing a lot of diﬀerent
people. So don't think, I mean I know it's a lot of, it
seems it may seem overwhelming, but if you start
with one person, chances are you're going to end
up seeing mulQple diﬀerent people. Okay. So you
have to create a team of professionals that's going
to take care of your, your health issues.

Kathy Park:

32:58

Because what you're saying is one professional,
whether or not they're a medical professional or
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dental professional or a paraprofessional that
doesn't really ma9er. There is not one person out
there who's going to solve your problem, right?
But you ﬁrst have to get clear on what your
problems are, right? And then take the approach
of, okay, this is what I would like to address ﬁrst.
And then from there they will lead you to the right
professionals to get the other issues treated.
Dr. Park:

33:27

Right. So in general, every profession has their
own hammer for the nail. Nail is the sleep
breathing issue and each of our, each of our
professions, like I'm a surgeon. Sleep doctors have
CPAP, denQsts have their appliances, etc. Now I'm
over generalizing. Obviously surgeons do other
things too, and denQsts do other things. But like
you said, don't expect them to take care of all your
problems in one segng because they need help
too.

Kathy Park:

33:56

But I think that our modern culture tends to have
us believe that one person, one super doctor can
treat everything that we have all these sub sub
specialQes now and they're so knowledgeable
about one speciﬁc topic. And we also think about
sleep issues as just the sleep issue. But what
you're saying is that sleep problems are coming
from a whole array of other health issues and it
can manifest in diﬀerent ways, right? Depending
on our lifestyle, depending on our previous
posiQons and what kind of health problems we've
had in the past, right? Even our diets, what we
eat, our jobs, right? So it can be a lot of those
things. So I guess what you're saying is start
somewhere,

Dr. Park:

34:44

Right. And invest in educaQon on your own. And
there's so much, and we were joking that, that
Youtube is probably the best source of educaQon
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right now. Right? I mean there are probably
college curriculums is on Youtube.
Kathy Park:

34:59

Well they even teach surgery on Youtube. I
wouldn't go there. I wouldn't go that far.

Dr. Park:

35:04

Yeah. So take everything was going to salt but use
informaQon wisely.

Kathy Park:

35:11

So any last thoughts before we wrap up for today?

Dr. Park:

35:14

So rather than asking, who should I see or which
health care professionals should I ﬁnd to help me
with my problems, I think you have to ask a
diﬀerent quesQon, which is what am I trying to
solve? What problem am I trying to solve? What
are my health issues that I need to address? And
that will kind of guide you into as to what
direcQon you have to go. So if your is a stuﬀy nose,
clearly see an ENT. if it's insomnia, start with a
sleep doctor. If it's, if you have sleep problems but
you also have TMJ or pain issues, see a denQst.

Kathy Park:

35:49

Okay, great. Thank you again everyone for tuning
in today. If you've enjoyed today's conversaQon,
you can get all the show notes and the resources
menQoned in this program at
doctorstevenpark.com/sleepprofessional. And
while you're there, check out all of the resources
we have available at the website and subscribe to
the podcast, either on iTunes, SQtcher, or
Downcast or wherever you ﬁnd it, easy to listen
to. And one last thing, if the informaQon you
heard today has helped you in any way, please
take a few minutes to forward this to a friend or
someone you know so they can beneﬁt from this
informaQon as well. Thank you again for helping
someone else breathe be9er and sleep be9er.
This is Kathy Park. On behalf of Dr. Steven Park,
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thanking you for spending some Qme with us
today. UnQl next Qme, wishing that you've read
be9er and sleep be9er so that you can live be9er
for bye.
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